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Abstract
Recently an image encryption scheme based on chaotic maps and memory cellular
automata has been proposed. In this paper, the security of the scheme is evaluated and it is demonstrated that the scheme can be broken by chosen plain-text attack. Having one or more monochrome plain-images and their corresponding cipherimages, a part of key-stream can be retrieved. Furthermore, it is discovered that the
scheme can be broken by brute search attack with efficient time complexity, and it
is also vulnerable to differential attack. Meanwhile, we provide experimental results
to support the proposed attacks and suggest several improvements to make scheme
stronger.
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Introduction

In order to store and transmit information in many fields like military, medical, industry
or personal usages, digital images are widely used. To protect images against unauthorized accesses, a commonly used way is utilizing cryptography schemes. Because of certain
properties of images such as bulky data capacity and strong correlation among pixels,
the traditional cryptographic protocols are not suitable. Therefore particular encryption
schemes are used to encrypt images. According to Shannon theory [1] for high security of
encryption scheme, two principles of confusion and diffusion must be regarded. Confusion
means that the relationship between key and cipher-text is complicated. Diffusion refers to
dispersing the statistical features of plain-text over cipher-text.
In the image encryption scheme, confusion and diffusion are provided using different methods. One of the prevalent methods is chaotic maps. Some of the essential properties of
chaotic maps which make it interested are the important role of initial conditions and control parameters. Therefore image encryption schemes based on chaotic maps obtain high
complexity, diffusion and security.
In recent years, image encryption schemes based on chaotic maps have been extensively
studied [2–6]. These schemes have applied various chaotic maps and different encryption
algorithms. Meanwhile, some researches have focused on cryptanalysis of these schemes
[7–11]. Alvarez et.al [12] listed well-known attacks in chaos based cryptosystems including:
weak robustness against chosen cipher-text attack or chosen plain-text attack, poor statistical characteristics of chaotic map, vulnerability to differential attack or statical attack,
low sensitivity to the keys and so on and proposed rules to guarantee a reasonable degree of
security. Specifically key-stream must be thoroughly correlated with plain-image’s pixels,
otherwise the attacker can obtain information about key-stream.
In this paper, we analyze an image encryption scheme [13] and propose several attacks and
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corresponding improvements. In [13] an authenticated image encryption scheme based on
chaotic maps and memory cellular automata has been proposed. In permutation phase,
pixels are permuted using a chaotic map. Cellular automata and another chaotic map are
applied to modify pixels in diffusion phase. In the paper and another papers [5,6], application of cellular automata is resulted to high security, low computation time and large key
space.
In this paper, it is fully discussed that the scheme, is vulnerable to chosen plain-text attack.
Having one or more monochrome plain-image and corresponding cipher-image, a part of
key-stream can be obtained. Furthermore an efficient brute search attack is proposed that
can retrieve permuted image. We explain that the scheme is not sufficiently robust against
differential attack. Also, we presented experimental results of proposed attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the image encryption
scheme is reviewed. In section 3, the cryptanalysis of the algorithm is fully described. Section 4 is included several proposed improvements in order to fulfill the drawbacks. The last
section concludes the paper.

2

Review Of The Protocol

The scheme [13] can be divided into four phases: (1) the permutation phase, (2) the image
encrypting phase, (3) the image decryption phase and (4) the data integrity validation
phase intended to detect any interference during the transmission. In the scheme, the
pseudorandom key-streams are created by piecewise linear maps in permutation phase and
logistic chaotic map in image encrypting phase. The piecewise linear map is explained
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according to the following formula:
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where x ∈ [0, 1] and p ∈ [0, 0.5]. The following equation described the logistic chaotic map:
yn+1 = 4yn × (1 − yn ),

yn ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

In the following the image cryptosystem phases are described in details.

2.1

The Permutation Phase

Denoting the size of the original grayscale image P by M × N , the permutation process
follows these steps:
(1) To achieve {x1 , x2 ..., xM N }, the piecewise linear map is iterated M × N times.
(2) The set {x1 , x2 , ..., xM N } are sorted increasingly and a new set {x01 , x02 , ..., x0M N }
is obtained.
(3) Indexes of the items included in the set {x01 , x02 , ..., x0M N } is retrieved from {x1 , x2 , ...,
xM N } and the index set S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sM N } is formed, where x0i is the value of xsi .
(4) Pixels of the plain-image P are permutated using the set S in order to achieve P 0 =
0
0
{P10 , P20 , ..., PM
×N }, where Pi = Psi (i = 1, 2, ..., M × N ).

2.2

Image Encrypting Phase

The permuted image P 0 is divided into nb block with size m, where nb = dM × N/me.
For each block Bi , the following steps are executed:
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(1) Reversible linear memory cellular automata (LMCA) of order m + 2, denoted as L, is
constructed and initialized with configuration {C (1) , C (2) , ..., C (m+2) } as follows:
(a) Set C (1) = Bi (1), C (2) = Bi (2), ..., C (m) = Bi (m), where Bi (k) denotes the kth
pixel of the ith block.
(b) Set C (m+1) = Hi , in which Hi = fh (Bi (1), ..., Bi (m)), where fh is a collisionresistant hash function.
(c) If i = 1, C (m+2) is assigned to a random number between 0 and 255, otherwise
C (m+2) = Di , where Di = Bi−1 (1) ⊕ Bi−1 (2) ⊕ ... ⊕ Bi−1 (m).
(2) L is performed w times, starting from the initial configuration {C (1) , C (2) ... , C (m+2) }
in order to obtain the new configuration {Ai (1), Ai (2), ..., Ai (m + 2)}.
(3) Ai (m + 1) encrypted as following:
- Ki = 1 + mod(Ai (1), 4) is computed.
- The logistic chaotic map (2) is iterated Ki times in order to obtain the value y.
- The encrypted value Ai (m + 1) is computed according to the following formula:




A0i (m + 1) = Ai (m + 1) ⊕ mod d + Ai (m + 2), 256

(3)

Where d = f loor(mod(y × 106 ), 256).
(4) The corresponding cipher block is set to ψi = {Ai (1), Ai (2), ..., A0i (m+1), Ai (m+2)}.

2.3

Image Decryption Phase

The decryption algorithm is somehow similar to the encryption one. For each cipher
block, the following steps must be performed.




(1) Ai (m + 1) = A0i (m + 1) ⊕ mod d + Ai (m + 2), 256 is computed ,where the value d is
obtained like the process done in the encryption phase.
(2) The inverse of LMCA with initial configurations {Ai (1), ..., Ai (m + 1), Ai (m + 2)}
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is constructed. It is evolved w times to obtain the values {Bi (1), ..., Bi (m), Hi , Di }.
(3) When all of the blocks are recovered, the reverse operation of the permutation phase
should be employed.

2.4

Data Integrity Validation Phase

Block P 0 which is contained m pixels is authenticated as follows.
(1) hi = fh (Bi (1), ..., Bi (m)) is evaluated.
(2) If hi , is equal to the value Hi , which is obtained from decryption phase, the block is
authenticated.

3

Cryptanalysis

In the permutation phase x and p are considered as key and in the image encrypting
phase y0 is regarded as key. It is assumed that local rules and the number of iteration of
LMCA (w) can not be included in the key. According to this assumption, the cryptanalysis
and attacks is proposed and are described below in detail.

3.1

Chosen Plain-text Attack

The proposed algorithm is not robust against chosen plain-text attack and in the encrypting phase the key-stream can be revealed by selecting one or more monochrome images and
the corresponding cipher-images. In this section, initially the key-stream are specified and
then the attack is expressed in detail. It is explained that there is no correlation between
key-stream and plain-image; hence the scheme is not strong against chosen plain-text at6

tack.
Suppose that the selected image is included pixels with the arbitrary same value and M ×N
size, hence in the permutation phase, the permutated image P 0 will be equal to the plainimage P . The information obtained by ith block of P 0 = P and ψ is illustrated as the
following:
(1) The values of pixels in the ith block of the plain-image is denoted as: Bi = {Bi (1), Bi (2),
..., Bi (m)}
(2) The values can be calculated from Bi : Di+1 , Hi
(3) The values of pixels in the ith block of the cipher-image are denoted as: ψi = {Ai (1),
Ai (2), ... , Ai (m), A0i (m + 1), Ai (m + 2)}
(4) The value of Ai (m + 1) will be obtained by iterating LMCA for w times with initial
configuration C (1) = Bi (1), ..., C (m) = Bi (m), C (m+1) = Hi , C (m+2) = Di
(5) Using equation (3) and the results which are earlier obtained, di (d in ith block) can
be achieved as:




di ≡ A0i (m + 1) ⊕ Ai (m + 1) − Ai (m + 2)(mod256)

(4)

Now we explained how the key-stream is evaluated. The values obtained from logistic map
y0 , y1 , ... only depends on the initial condition y0 . We denote values of d in blocks of the
b
image with sequences {di }ni=1
. Since to calculate di , the logistic map should be iterated for
b
Ki times initialized with previous value of y, then correlation between sequences {di }ni=1

and {yj }j=0 can be formulated as:
d1 = f loor(mod(yR1 × 106 ), 256),
d2 = f loor(mod(yR2 × 106 ), 256),
...,
dnb = f loor(mod(yRnb × 106 ), 256)
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(5)

Where Rl =

Pl

{j=1}

Kj .

nb
b
We consider yi0 = f loor(mod(yi ×106 ), 256). With knowing {yj0 }4n
j=1 , sequence {di }i=1 can be

computed and the encryption phase and decryption phase can be done for each plain/cipher
b
image with the same key. therefore it can be considered as the key-stream. Although {di }ni=1
b
is influenced by the image’s pixels, but the key-stream {yj0 }4n
j=1 is independent.

Using this plain-image and some more images and the corresponding cipher-images, all of
nb
b
the key-stream {yj0 }4n
j=1 can be achieved from their sequences {di }i=1 . Figure 1 shows the

block diagram of this attack.
Since the key-stream is finite and K holds in 1 up to 4, a few number of images (much less
than 255) are required. Consequently the algorithm can be done in O(k.t) time complexity,
where k ≤ 255 and t is the running time for one image.
b
Every image which is encrypted by the same key, can be decrypted by key-stream {yj0 }4n
j=1 .
b
For this reason to obtain Ki for ith block, Ai (1) is utilized. Then sequence {di }ni=1
is comb
puted using the sequence {yj0 }4n
j=1 and finally steps 1 and 2 of the decryption phase is

followed.
To demonstrate the attack is applicable and effective, we selected 12 monochrome images
of size 256 × 256 and their corresponding ciphers that encrypted with the same key, and
performed the algorithm. We discovered whole of the key-stream of the image encrypting
phase and then employed it to recovered Figure 2b that is diffused of Figure 2a (using the
image encrypting phase). Recovered image is illustrated in Figure 3a which is identical with
the original image.
Also, according to equation 1 there is no correlation between key-stream used in permutation phase and the plain-image; so the key-stream of this phase can be discovered using
chosen plain-text attack.
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3.2

Brute Search Attack

e all of the cells are clarified
In decryption phase, for initializing of reverse of LMCA (L),

except Ai (m+1) which is included 8 bits. The number of all possible states is 28 . Because of
the few candidate state and the speed of cellular automata, the brute search attack (BSA)
will be succeed. In the following, the attack is explained.
For each block 1 ≤ i ≤ nb , the attacker executes the following steps.

(1) The attacker selects an integer number b ∈ {0, 1, ..., 255},
(2) The attacker considers A0i (m + 1) = b,
e with A (1), A (2), ..., A (m), b, A (m + 2),
(3) Sets initial configuration of L
i
i
i
i
e the attacker achieves the values {B 0 (1) , ..., B 0 (m + 2)},
(4) After executing L,
i
i

(5) Calculates Hi0 = fh (Bi0 (1), ..., Bi0 (m)).
(6) If Hi0 6= Bi0 (m + 1), the steps are iterated for next b, else the block’s value is recovered.

The attack is applicable and it outputs information about permutated image. In order to
evaluate the running time of the attack algorithm, since the algorithm is iterated almost
28 times for each block, the running time in the worst case is in O(256.nb .t), where t is the
running time of LMCA for one block. We executed the attack on Figure 2b (which is only
affected by image encrypting phase). The output is illustrated in Figure 3b. The results
show that 91% of pixels are recovered correctly. The remaining pixels which are recovered
incorrectly are due to collision in the hash function.
Note that, in two preceding attacks, we can compute additional parameters (for example
D in Brute-search attack) to optimize implementations.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of chosen plain-text attack
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Robustness Against Differential Attack

To make a scheme robust against differential attack, it needs a little change in plainimage (for example a change in a pixel), results in alteration every bit of the corresponding
cipher-image with a probability of a half. This algorithm hasn’t sufficient sensitivity with
respect to plain-image. If ith block of permutated image is partially changed, there is no
effect in the previous encrypted blocks. The change affects on ith cipher block directly, but
its effect is low and gradually disappears in the subsequent blocks. Because ith block is
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Fig. 2. One Plain-image and corresponding diffused image

(a) Plain-image ”Lena”

(b) Diffused image of (a)

Fig. 3. Recovered images by chosen plain-text attack and brute search attack

(a) The recovered image of 2b by CPA

(b) The recovered image of 2b by BSA

only affected in one pixel, Di+1 , of i + 1th block and has not direct influence in next blocks.
In order to measure effect of a tiny change of plain-image on its cipher-image, the number of pixel change rate (NPCR) and the unified averaged changing intensity (UACI) are
computed. NPCR close to 100% and UACI close to 33.5% indicate high sensitivity of cipherimage with respect to plain-image. For example, we computed NPCR and UACI for image
”Lena” of size 256 × 256 and obtained NPCR = 0.13% and UACI = 0.09%.
Therefore the scheme hasn’t sufficient robustness against differential attacks.
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4

Remedial Methods

In chaos-based image encryption schemes, key-stream must be thoroughly correlated
with plain-image’s pixels, otherwise the attacker can obtain information about key-stream.
In the following, we propose some improvements to overcome presented drawbacks.

(1) To achieve robustness against known plain-text attack the key-stream for every image
must be different from another. Then key-stream should also depend on the pixels
of original image. The initial value of logistic chaotic map for every block can be
calculated using combination of last value’s chaotic map and the image’s pixels. For
example, initial value of map for first block can be y0 and for ith (i > 1) block can be
followed by the subsequent equation:
yi = (Hi−1 × 10−4 + yi−1 )mod 1, where y is previous value of chaotic map and Hi−1 is
hash value of the previous block pixels.
Furthermore local rules for each block can be achieved by the image’s pixels and a
chaos stream. Also, this increases the robustness against the differential attacks.
(2) In order to strengthen the proposed algorithm against brute search attack, the local
rules and w must be contained in the key.
(3) In order to make the proposed algorithm more robust against the differential attack,
the cellular automata could be performed again from last block to the first block after
step 2-c in image encrypting phase. Consequently a change in a block of image will
affect on previous blocks.

Implementations confirm that these remedial methods improve the scheme. Figure 4 shows
a plain-image and corresponding cipher-image. Table 1 shows correlation coefficients of the
plain-image and its cipher-image. Also Table 2 illustrates NPCR and UACI test results.
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Fig. 4. One plain-image and corresponding cipher-image obtained from improved scheme.

(a) plain image ”Baboon”

(b) cipher image

Table 1
Correlation coefficients of plain-image (”Baboon”) and cipher-image
correlation

Vertical

Horizontal

Diagonal

Plain-image

0.850

0.887

0.803

Cipher-image

-0.018

0.010

0.024

Table 2
The average NPCR and UACI of improved scheme

5

image name

Lena

Baboon

CameraMan

Average NPCR(%)

99.32

99.43

99.39

Average UACI(%)

33.16

32.81

32.96

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a chosen plain-text attack on an image encryption method
based on chaotic maps and cellular automata. It is revealed that a part of key-stream
13

can be achieved by several images and their corresponding ciphers. Furthermore a brute
search attack is fully demonstrated and it is shown that the attack is applicable. We show
that the scheme has low sensitivity with respect to the changes of plain-image and also
present experimental results of attacks. Finally, we propose some remedial methods and
experimental results of improved scheme.
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